
 

Week 4 April 20-24  

Khan Academy  

Wilcox P1: 

FJVHRUTQ 

Wilcox P3: 

YS2VZYA6 

Dittmer P2:  

DBAJTW67 

Dittmer P4:  

ZCX6BAU5 

Warn P4: 

Z4MBEDJW 

Warn P5: 

8JVVG5AX 

Learning Standard: 

I can recognize and represent proportional 

relationships between quantities. 

Aligned with Module 1, Topic A and B of the 

Eureka Math Curriculum 

Book online: click link 

https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-7-

mathematics-module-1 

Lessons will be assigned in 

http://www.khanacademy.org on Monday. 

Remind 
Wilcox P1:  
huskies321 

Wilcox P3: 
huskies231 

Dittmer P2: 
g363f77c66 

Dittmer P4: 
hd2eea82hk 

Warn P4: 
math4warn  

Warn P5: 
math5warn  

7th Grade Math 
Contact Info: 

Oma Wilcox 

owilcox@northmasonschools.org 

Office Hours: 

Monday – Friday  

8am – 3pm 

Dan Dittmer 

ddittmer@northmasonschools.org 

Office Hours: 

Monday – Friday  

8am – 3pm 

Margaret Warn 

mwarn@northmasonschools.org 

Office Hours: 

Monday, Wednesday, Friday: 
10am – 12pm 

(Available for questions Monday - Friday, 8a 
- 6p) 

Suggested Daily Schedule 

 

Monday 4/20: intro to proportional relationships video, 

proportional relationships: spaghetti, movie tickets, 

bananas, and graphs videos, identify proportional 

relationships exercise 

Tuesday 4/21: proportional relationships video and 

exercise, is side length & perimeter proportional video, is 

side length & area proportional video, Quiz 1 

Wednesday 4/22: intro to rates video, unit rates 

exercise, solving unit rate problem video, solving unit 

price problem video, constant of proportionality from 

equation video and exercise 

Thursday 4/23: identifying constant of proportionality 

graphically video, constant of proportionality from graphs 

exercise, constant of proportionality from table (with 

equations) video and exercise, comparing proportionality 

constants video, compare constant of proportionality 

exercise 

Friday 4/24: interpret proportionality constants, 

interpret constants of proportionality exercise, worked 

example: solving proportions video, solving proportions 

exercise 

Real Life Math 

Application: 

 

“Measure of Central 

Tendency” 

(weeks 4 and 5)  

This is to be used 

as an optional 

enrichment 

activity or for 

those who do not 

have internet 

access. 

Fun Math Link 

https://www.mathsisfun.co

m/numbers/prime-number-

activity.html 

https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-7-mathematics-module-1
https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-7-mathematics-module-1
http://www.khanacademy.org/
https://www.remind.com/join/huskies321
https://www.remind.com/join/huskies231
https://www.remind.com/join/math4warn
https://www.remind.com/join/math5warn
mailto:owilcox@northmasonschools.org
mailto:ddittmer@northmasonschools.org
mailto:mwarn@northmasonschools.org
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/prime-number-activity.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/prime-number-activity.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/prime-number-activity.html


Math Project Week 4 and 5 

We will be collaborating with the Physical Education department this week.  All participants will receive credit for this 

project from math and PE. 

For PE the performance of the activity and for math the Measures of Central Tendency [aka Mean (average), Median, 

Mode, Range, and Rank Order].  Get the family involved! Get at least three or four family members involved.  Remember 

keep social safe distances, combine your results with one or two other families if possible. 

PE Activities: 

Day 1: “T” test  

Day 2: Standing Long Jump  

Day 3: Three Single Leg Hops for Distance 

Day 4:  Husky All Fours Grocery Slalom 

 

“T” Test [ need a stop watch [timer on cell phone works great) and four markers] 

Physical Education  Part: 

1. Using four markers (these can be hats, cans of soup, a sock, etc.) lay out the course.  You will form the 
outline of the letter “T” with the four markers.  Start with one marker at the bottom of the “T”.   

       2. Then ,measure fifteen feet up the “T” where you put the second marker (this would be                   the 
middle of the top of the “T”.   

      3. To the right and ten feet out, put the third marker.   

      4. Walk back to middle.  Now ten feet out, place the fourth and final marker.   

      5. You now have the shape of a giant “T”.  

The test:   

1. Start at the bottom of the “T”.  Partner says go and starts timer.   

2. Sprint to top of “T”,  

3. Shuffle across to right sight mark,  

4. Then shuffle to the left back all the way across the top of the “T”  

5. Shuffle back to the middle of the “T”, and finally  

6. Sprint backwards to the bottom of “T”.   

7. Stop timer when you pass the bottom marker.  Record time.   

8. You are allowed two trials and use the best of the two trials.  Again, use other family members.  If 

possible, for ease of computations, keep sample size less than eight (8). 

Math Part:   

1. Rank Order [Arrange your date from greatest value to smallest.  List results on paper. 

2. Range [subtract smallest from largest]. Record results. 

3. Median [if odd number of data points, the median is the middle of your data. If even, add middle two 

values together and divide that sum by two.].  Record results. 

4. Mode [data point most common, there may not be one, or there may be more than one]. Record 

results, if any. 

5. Mean [add your data point values and divide by the number of data points you have].  Record results. 



 

Standing Long Jump 

Physical Education Part:  

1.  Lay down a starting point.   

2. With toes behind starting point, bend knees and jump as far as possible.   

3. Mark the heel landing point of foot CLOSEST to starting point.  Measure in inches.   

4. Repeat, if desire two times and record best of two results. 

Math Part:  

1. Convert your inch measurement into centimeters by multiplying by 2.54. 

2. Rank Order [Arrange your date from greatest value to smallest.] List all results on paper. 

3. Range [subtract smallest from largest].  Record results 

4. Median [If odd number of data points, the median is the middle of your data. If even, add middle two values 

together and divide that sum by two.].   Record results 

5. Mode [data point most common, there may not be one, or there may be more than one].  Record 

results, if any. 

6. Mean [add your data point values and divide by the number of data points you have. Record results. 

 

 “Three Single Leg Hops for distance” 

Physical Education Part: 

1. Establish a starting line. 

2. Standing upon one leg (your choice) toes behind starting line, complete three single leg hops. 

3. Have a partner mark the location of your heel upon completion of the third hop. 

4. Measure in inches from the backside of the starting line to the heel landing point of the third hop.  

Record results on paper. 

5. Repeat with other leg.  You get two trials on each leg and use the best from each leg. 

6. Have family members perform test, recording results each time. 

 

Math Part: 

1. Convert your inch measurement into centimeters by multiplying by 2.54. 

2. Rank Order [Arrange your date from greatest value to smallest.] List all results on paper. 

3. Range [subtract smallest from largest].  Record results 

4. Median [If odd number of data points, the median is the middle of your data. If even, add middle two values 

together and divide that sum by two.].   Record results 

5. Mode [data point most common, there may not be one, or there may be more than one].  Record 

results, if any. 

6. Mean [add your data point values and divide by the number of data points you have. Record results. 

 

 

 

 



“Husky All Fours Grocery Slalom” 

Physical Education  Part: For this challenge you will need six pieces of groceries and a stop watch.  Again, cell phone 

works great for this purpose.  The groceries may be empty cereal boxes, cake mix box, bags of pasta, roll of TP, soup 

cans, just about anything.     

1. Set up the Slalom course: place one grocery item down on floor or lawn as you starting point.   

2. Then in a straight line, every three feet place another grocery item.   

3. Six grocery items should give you a course of about fifteen feet [start line, finish line, and four grocery 

items for the total of six items.].   

4. From the start, on the command “GO” said in a very forceful manner, you will slalom (weave) your way 

around the grocery items on ALL FOURS (hands and knees or hands and toes).  

5. You are timed from the “Go” to the moment your ENTIRE body crosses the finish line!   

6. You get two trials and use the best of two. 

 

Math Part: 

1. Rank Order [Arrange your date from greatest value to smallest.] List all results on paper. 

2. Range [subtract smallest from largest].  Record results. 

3. Median [If odd number of data points, the median is the middle of your data. If even, add middle two values 

together and divide that sum by two.].  Record results.   

4. Mode [data point most common, there may not be one, or there may be more than one].  Record 

results, if any. 

5. Mean [add your data point values and divide by the number of data points you have. Record results. 

 

MCT (Measure of Central Tendency) examples: 

Even number of data:  4, 6, 9,8, 10, 5 six pieces of data points and six is an even number 

Rank Order:  10,9,8,6,5,4 (largest to smallest) 

Range: 10 – 4 = 6  six is the range (largest – smallest) 

Median: 8 & 6 are in the “middle” of the rank order.  8+6 = 14 and 14/2 = 7 as Median 

Mode:  no mode, all have same number of appearances 

Mean (average): 10+9+8+6+5+4= 42 and 42/6 = 7 as the average or mean 

 

Odd number of data points: 5, 6, 9, 8, 5 five pieces of data points and five is an odd number 

Rank Order: 9,8,6,5,5 

Range: 9 – 5 = 4 

Median: 6, six is in the middle of the rank ordered data points 

Mode: 5 five appears twice and all others have the same number of appearances 

Mean: 9+8+6+5+5 = 33 and 33/5 = 6.6 as the mean or average the symbol for average or mean is x with 
a line above it.  It is pronounced as “x bar”.   

 


